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2014-15 SCHOLARSHIP GUIDELINES 
 
GSBC funds a limited number of scholarships that are typically offered through state-
banker associations and intermediate-level banking schools.  
 
Scholarships offered through state banker associations require an online-application 
process, and the best-qualified applicant is selected after the application deadline and 
review.  
 
Scholarships offered through intermediate-level banking schools are typically offered to 
one of the top graduates of the school, depending on the interest level of the graduates. 
In a few cases, graduates of the school apply for the scholarship, and the most qualified 
is chosen for the award.  
 
Scholarships are only available for new students attending GSBC for the first time, and 
there is a maximum of one scholarship award per recipient.  
 
Responsibilities of state intermediate school scholarship recipients: 
 
All scholarship recipients are expected to attend the July School Session following 
receipt of the award. However, we realize that this might not be possible for schools that 
take place in June. As such, GSBC requires that the scholarship be used within two 
years of being awarded. For example, if the scholarship was awarded in June 2013, the 
student must begin studies by July 2014 (July 2015 would be considered more than two 
years of the awarded date).  
 
Responsibilities of state association scholarship recipients:  
 
The scholarship must be used during the year it was awarded. For example, if the 
scholarship was awarded in March 2013, the student must begin studies by July 2013. 
GSBC assumes that scholarship candidates applied for the scholarship because they 
intend to enroll that year.       
 
Continued Scholarship Funding: 
 
GSBC expects that each scholarship will be awarded for the applicant’s entire two or 
three year school experience. In special cases, however, GSBC reserves the right to 
revoke the scholarship if the recipient does not perform at the level expected. 
Specifically, scholarship funding for future sessions may be revoked in the following 
cases: 
 

 Failure to complete required projects on time.  

 Student skips more than one year before completing the program. For example, 
if the student attended year one in 2013, skipped in 2014 and 2015, then wanted 
to return in 2016, GSBC may revoke the scholarship after 2015 or when the 
student notifies GSBC that she/he will not return in 2015. 


